
Develop new features end-to-end (prototype, implement, test).
Implement pixel-perfect UI, transitions &amp; animations.
Work with native modules to integrate internal products.
Work collaboratively with game developers, designers, and artists.
Maintain existing codebase.

University degree in Computer Science or equivalent.
Expertise in React, React Native, Typescript.
Experience with Redux, React Navigation, native modules.
Strong competencies in data structures, algorithms and software design.
Excellent problem solving ability.
Excellent written and verbal English language communication skills

Minimum of 1 year working with React Native.
Minimum of 3 years professional software development experience.
Worked on integrating user-interfaces, custom animations &amp; transitions.
Worked on an app or game that has attracted thousands of daily active users.
Ability to perform code reviews and provide feedback to other developers.
Experience in a startup or growth stage company.

Creatubbles is developing Super Code Strike (https://www.supercodestrike.com/), a
gaming platform that lets players build and play mini-games in a world driven by
hacking. We are looking for an experienced mobile engineer who has the skills,
experience, understanding, and drive required to join our front-end team delivering
high-fidelity user experiences.

RESPONSIBLITIES

QUALIFICATIONS / ABOUT YOU
Required competence and skills

Demonstrated experience

Senior Mobile Engineer



Empathetic, and energetic, and intellectually curious.
Team player who brings out the best in those who work with you.
Passion for great user experiences, and a demonstrated track record of
developing features that users love.
Confidence to explore and try, with the humility to ask questions.
Curiosity and excitement about technology as a force for good.
Grit and perseverance.

Experience working with Swift, Objective C, Java or Kotlin.
Experience with MongoDB, Redis, Docker.
Experience working with Unity3D, or other game engines.
Experience working on F2P games.
Passion, curiosity and deep knowledge of games.
Interest and/or experience with education technology.

Compensation package and structure negotiable based on experience.

A compatible mindset and approach

BONUS QUALIFICATIONS

COMPENSATION

MORE DETAILS ABOUT CREATUBBLES
At Creatubbles, we do not see diversity as an act of charity, rather a fundamental
human necessity. We welcome all persons to our team regardless of age, colour,
national origin, citizenship status, physical or mental disability, race, religion, creed,
gender, sex, sexual orientation, gender identity and/or expression, genetic
information, marital status, status with regard to public assistance, or any other
characteristic.


